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Head DOS of AVO-Bell School of English, Sofia, Bulgaria
Member of the EAQUALS Certification Project Group of the assessment panel, representing EAQUALS at the YALS conference.

Mila Angelova has a MA in English philology. She has been working for AVO-Bell School of
English for 19 years, and she is currently a Head DOS. She has been in charge of Exam
preparation, Teenage and Adult Courses at the school, as well as of in-company clients. She
has undergone training as a teacher trainer with New Bulgarian University and Bell,
Norwich, UK. She has also been a CELTA tutor since 2004, as the school is a Cambridge
Centre offering teacher training qualifications for CELTA, CELTYL and DELTA. Mila has been
an inspector for Optima, the Bulgarian Association for Quality Language Services, for five
years now. She has been recently trained as an EAQUALS inspector, too. Mila was involved
with the EAQUALS project for development of teacher training sessions for member schools.

Apart from doing teacher training extensively with AVO-Bell, Mila has presented at many
teacher training forums, including: Optima conferences, local IATEFL and BETA conferences,
EAQUALS conference in Lisbon. She is currently involved with the EAQUALS Certification
Project and is a member of the Assessment Panel.
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Professor
University of Niš
State University of Novi Pazar
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Slobodanka Kitić (PhD in Linguistics, University of Belgrade) teaches English and
Methodology of ELT at the University of Niš, Serbia, State University Novi Pazar, and
Mediterranean University, Montenegro. The author of A Comparative Study of
English Word Order Acquisition with Serbian and Hungarian Speakers,
An Introduction to Methodology of ELT, and a co-author of other various publications and manuals, she has published many translations and over 30 articles in her
areas of interest - applied linguistics, contrastive analysis, second language acquisition,
translation, language teacher education, English language teaching, and cultural
issues. A speaker at over thirty conferences, a teacher trainer, a reviewer of various
books on translation, academic writing, ESP, and English course-book serials,
she has also carried out various individual projects and taken part in many
international and national team projects. Professor Kitić has also always actively
promoted the highest academic standards at the University of Serbia and Montenegro
and the reform of the academic community, and, through her NGO activities,
contributed to the democratization of the society she lives in.

She is especially proud of the fact that she was one of the founders of ELTA (English
Language Teachers’ Association in Serbia) and before that of NELTA (Niš English
Language Teachers’ Association).
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ESOL teacher
teacher trainer
ELT author

Annie Broadhead is an ESOL teacher, teacher trainer and ELT author living in
Cambridge. Her 32 years of work in teaching English have offered a wide range of
teaching situations from teaching beginners in groups to working with businessmen
on a one-to-one basis. In addition to teaching and teacher training, Annie also works
for Cambridge ESOL as a consultant working on several of the English language
examinations. She is Chair of the Listening paper for the Certificate of Proficiency in
English and a Team Leader for the Upper Main Suite Speaking Tests.

She is also a presenter for Cambridge ESOL who has travelled in many countries giving
Seminars and Workshops on aspects of teaching English

